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Abstract. For many languages, we are not able to train any supervised
parser, because there are no manually annotated data available. This
problem can be solved by using a parallel corpus with English, parsing
the English side, projecting the dependencies through word-alignment
connections, and training a parser on the projected trees. In this paper,
we introduce a simple algorithm using a combination of various wordalignment symmetrizations. We prove that our method outperforms previous work, even though it uses McDonald’s maximum-spanning-tree
parser as it is, without any “unsupervised” modifications.

1

Introduction

Syntactic parsing is one of the basic tasks in natural language processing. The
best parsers learn grammar from manually annotated treebanks and for all there
holds the rule that increasing amount of training data improves their performance. However, there are many languages for which a very few linguistic resources exist. Developing a new treebank is quite expensive and for some rarer
languages it is even impossible to ﬁnd linguists for the annotations.
In recent years, numerous works have been devoted to developing parsers
that would not need much annotated data. One way is the totally unsupervised
parsing (e.g. the Klein and Manning’s inside-outside method [1]), which infers
the dependencies from raw texts only. But the performance of such parsers is
quite low so far. This changes when we append a few annotated sentences to the
raw texts. Koo proved in [2] that this causes a great improvement.
Hwa came up with an idea [3] to use a parallel corpus. For many languages
there exist some form of parallel texts, very often with English or other resourcerich languages being the coupled. The idea is to make a word-alignment, parse
the English side of the corpus, then project the dependencies from English to the
other language using the alignment, and, ﬁnally, train a parser on the resulting
trees or tree fragments. Several similar works ([4], [5], [6], [7]) came after and
made many improvements on this process. Ganchev [6] and Smith and Eisner [5]
combine this method with unsupervised training.
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In all our experiments, we project dependency trees from English to other
languages, denoted by the attribute foreign or letter X throughout the text.
However, our approach should be eﬀortlessly applicable also for language pairs
with other source language.
When implementing the word alignment task in a parallel corpus, one can
hardly expect only perfect 1:1 alignment links (e.g. due to typological language
diﬀerences). If M:N links are allowed, a wide scale of alignment link types arises.
Some of them are necessary or reasonable from one viewpoint, but spurious
from the other (e.g. when aligning functional words). Hence, the fact that it
is diﬃcult to get one single ultimate word alignment, is not implied only by
technical imperfectness of current implementations, but rather by the nature of
languages. Simply said, diﬀerent alignment schemes must be for diﬀerent tasks.
However, this paper shows that we can proﬁt from the diversity.
The novel contribution of this paper lies in exploiting several types of wordalignment links; the previously published works expected a single word alignment
on the input, but we show that combining more asymmetric sentence alignments
leads to better results. Diﬀerent types of alignment links can imply diﬀerent
reliability of projected edges, which provides the projection procedure with additional information. Furthermore, we also establish a method for ﬁltering out
the noise before training the parser. We use so called alignment sparseness and
non-projectivity metrics for ﬁltering sentences.
In Section 2, we comment previous works related to dependency projection.
Section 3 describes word-alignment symmetrizations and discuss their suitability. Our projection algorithm is described in Section 4 and the process of data
ﬁltering is in Section 5. In Section 6, we present parsing accuracies on various
languages and compare them to previous works. We conclude in Section 7.

2

Related Work

Our projection method was inspired by Hwa’s work [4] from 2005, in which
word alignment was used for projecting dependencies from English into Spanish and Chinese. They solved the “more counterpart” problem (what to do if
an English word has more than one corresponding word) by choosing the leftmost corresponding word as a main node; each other corresponding word then
becomes dependent on the previous one (left-to-right dependencies). Unlike us,
they used only one type of alignment link and they did not specify which method
of symmetrization they used. They also introduced the data pruning criteria for
ﬁltering out the sentences where the alignment is bad (e.g. too many not aligned
words or too many counterparts for one word) and added some hand-written
rules to handle heterogeneity of diﬀerent annotation schemas.
Smith and Eisner introduced in [5] quasi-synchronous grammar features for
dependency projection and adaptation of annotation.
Ganchev et al. use in [6] so called “conserved dependencies”, in which counterparts of governing and dependent word form a dependency edge (with the same
orientation) in English. They ran an unsupervised parser with posterior regularization, in which inferred dependencies should correspond to projected ones.
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Jiang and Liu use in [7] a matrix with alignment probabilities instead of the
alignment itself in their projection algorithm. They compute a score for each
possible link between the two parallel sentences and then, using a threshold,
train a parser on the projected dependencies. They made the evaluation on the
same Chinese data as in [4] and obtained better accuracy.

3

Alignment Symmetrization Methods

We use GIZA++ tool [8] to make word-alignments in parallel corpora. The alignment created by GIZA++ is asymmetric. For each word in one language just one
counterpart in the other language is found, as it is depicted in Figure 1. Standard
practice in machine translation tools is to run this alignment twice in both the
directions (source-to-target and target-to-source) and use one of symmetrization
methods described in [8]. For example, if we make an intersection of the two
asymmetric alignments in Figures 1 and 2, we get the symmetric alignment,
which is in Figure 3.
Coordination

of

fiscal

policies

indeed , can

be

counterproductive .

Eine Koordination finanzpolitischer Maßnahmen kann in der Tat kontraproduktiv sein .
Fig. 1. German-to-English alignment example. From each word in the German sentence
“Eine(A) Koordination(coordination) finanzpolitischer(fiscal) Maßnahmen(policies)
kann(can) in(in) der(the) Tat(fact) kontraproduktiv(contraproductive) sein(be).“ a link
is made to just one English word.

Our task is diﬀerent from machine translation. We do not need to make any
symmetrization, because the task itself is asymmetric. We have a parse tree in
English and we want to project it to the other (foreign) language. We would like
to know a counterpart for each foreign word, because each foreign word must
depend on some other foreign word in the new tree. On the other hand, we do
not need to know a counterpart for each English word. From this point of view,
the asymmetric alignment X-to-English (Figure 2) seems to be more useful for
the projection of dependencies than the opposite alignment English-to-X.
Of course, symmetrized alignment is useful too. If a connection between two
words appears in both X-to-English (XtoEN ) and English-to-X (EN toX), it
should be more preferred. Beside the intersection (IN T ) alignment, which is
Coordination

of

fiscal

policies

indeed , can

be

counterproductive .

Eine Koordination finanzpolitischer Maßnahmen kann in der Tat kontraproduktiv sein .
Fig. 2. English-to-German alignment example. A link is made from each English word.
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counterproductive .

Eine Koordination finanzpolitischer Maßnahmen kann in der Tat kontraproduktiv sein .
Fig. 3. Example of intersection alignment

Coordination

of

fiscal

policies

indeed , can

be

counterproductive .

Eine Koordination finanzpolitischer Maßnahmen kann in der Tat kontraproduktiv sein .
Fig. 4. Example of grow-diag-final-and alignment

depicted in Figure 3, we will use in this work also so called grow-diag-ﬁnal-and
(GDF A) alignment (Figure 4), in which there are all links from the intersection alignment and some other links adjacent to already added links. All the
symmetrization methods are described in [8].

4

Algorithm for Projecting Dependency Trees

In this section, we describe our projection algorithm in detail. We present the
setting which led to the best projection results across languages we tested. However, it is possible that a slightly diﬀerent setting would be more useful for some
other languages.
4.1

Assignment of Corresponding Words

First of all, we go through the English sentence and for each English word ei we
ﬁnd a set of corresponding foreign words C(ei ) = [fc1 , fc2 , . . .]. The set can be
empty as well as it can contain more than one foreign word. But every foreign
word can belong at most to one English word.
The foreign words fcj in the sets C(ei ) are ordered according to the type
of alignment connection between fcj and ei . In the ﬁrst position, there is a
word connected by an intersection link (if it exists). This links have the highest
weight since they are conﬁrmed by both GIZA++ runs. They are followed by
words connected by alignment links X-to-English that are also in grow-diagﬁnal-and alignment. Words connected only by X-to-English links are at the end.
The whole procedure is described in detail in Figure 5. The ﬁrst three loops add
words into sets sequentially; the last loop searches for English words that have
no correspondent so far and if such English word ei is linked to some word fj
and fj is not the only word in its set, fj is transfered to C(ei ).
This assignment method ensures that each foreign word now belongs to just
one English word. In this point we diﬀer from previous works. This helps in
searching dependencies for words that do not have its own counterpart in English
(mostly the function words). Such word then becomes dependent on a word with
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Input: IN T , GDF A, XtoEN , EN toX . . . various alignments of a sentence
Output: C . . . sets of correspondent words for each English word
foreach [ei , fj ] ∈ IN T do
Push fj to C(ei );
end
foreach [ei , fj ] ∈ (GDF A ∩ XtoEN ) \ IN T do
Push fj to C(ei );
end
foreach [ei , fj ] ∈ XtoEN \ GDF A do
Push fj to C(ei );
end
foreach [ei , fj ] ∈ (EN toX ∪ GDF A) \ IN T do
ek ← such English node for which fj ∈ C(ek );
if C(ek )[0] = fj then
Delete fj from C(ek );
Push fj to C(ei );
end
end
Fig. 5. Algorithm for assignment of corresponding words

which it shares its counterpart. Since the shared counterpart is only one (it is
determined by the X-to-English alignment), we do not need to use any heuristic
for choosing one as it is in [4].
To conclude, the acquired sets of corresponding words are very close to the
X-to-English alignment, only some connections are substituted by English-to-X
links so that more English words would be covered. Of course, there are many
other possibilities how to deal with diﬀerent alignment symmetrizations, but this
method seems to be the best for our testing languages.
4.2

Building the Dependency Tree

The algorithm for building the dependency tree of a foreign sentence consists of
one recursive function project subtree(). It goes through the English tree in
a depth-ﬁrst manner and builds the foreign tree at the same time. The process
is described in pseudo-code in Figure 6. The example of an English-to-German
projection is depicted in Figure 7.
When an English node ei is processed, we choose from the ordered set of
corresponding words C(ei ) the ﬁrst one and declare it as the main counterpart.
The other corresponding words then become its children.
We demonstrate the algorithm on an example in Figure 7. The English node
indeed has three corresponding words in the German sentence: in, der, and Tat.
While the word Tat is connected to indeed by an intersection link, the other
two words are connected only with grow-diag-ﬁnal-and links. This means that
C(indeed) = [T at, in, der] and Tat becomes the main counterpart of indeed and
the words in and der become its children.
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e root = technical root of English parse tree;
f root = technical root of foreign parse tree;
build subtree(e root, f root);
function build subtree(e node, f node);
begin
foreach e child ∈ children(e node) do
if |C(e child)| = 0 then
build subtree(e child, f node);
else
main f child ← C(e child)[0];
parent(main f child) ← f node;
foreach f child ∈ C(e child) do
if f child = main f child then
parent(f child) ← main f child;
end
end
build subtree(e child, main f child);
end
end
end
Fig. 6. Algorithm for projection of dependency trees

English root

Coordination

of

fiscal

policies

indeed , can

be

counterproductive .

Eine Koordination finanzpolitischer Maßnahmen kann in der Tat kontraproduktiv sein .

German root
Fig. 7. Projection of an English dependency tree into German. Intersection connections
are depicted by solid arrows, other are dashed.
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Another problem which must be solved is dealing with English nodes that
have an empty set of corresponding words, for example the English preposition
of. In these cases, the algorithm goes directly to its children and counterparts
of its children (the words ﬁnanzpolitischer and Maßnahmen) become children of
the counterpart of its parent (the word Koordination). It means that the node
Maßnahmen is a child of the node Koordination, even though there is one more
node (of ) between policies and coordination.

5

Data Filtering

When we have the dependency trees projected into the foreign language, we
can simply train a parser on them and measure the parsing quality on some
manually annotated treebank. The problem is that the quality of some trees on
which we are training is very poor. This can be caused by various errors, mainly
in preprocessing:
– non-parallel sentences – two parallel sentences have completely diﬀerent
meaning. This is caused by an error in sentence-level alignment. Sometimes
it happens that only a part of a sentence is translated.
– completely diﬀerent structure – the sentences have the same meaning but
their syntactic structures are completely diﬀerent.
– wrong word alignment – in case there are more words with very low frequency
in the sentence.
We would like to ﬁlter out these bad sentences before training. For this purpose,
we established two metrics of the sentence quality: alignment sparseness and
non-projectivity.
5.1

Alignment Sparseness Limit

We deﬁne alignment sparseness as a relative number of words that have no
counterpart in an intersection alignment. It is computed as a number of links
divided by the average length of the pair of sentences. Its values are between
0 and 1. Value 0 means that the parallel sentences have the same length and
there is a perfect 1-to-1 alignment mapping. Value 1 means that there are no
intersection links at all.
S =1−

#links
length(f ))

1
2 (length(e) +

All sentences that have higher alignment sparseness than a given threshold
are ﬁltered out. There is a trade-oﬀ between quality and quantity of the training
data. Figure 8 shows the experiment in searching for optimal sparseness limit
Smax . We can see that the higher the limit Smax , the higher the number of training sentences. If we train a parser on them and test it on a treebank, accuracy
of such parser increases at ﬁrst, but then it begins to decrease slightly, because
the number of wrongly aligned sentences in the training data grows.
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Fig. 8. Relations between alignment sparseness limit, number of sentences after filtering, and unlabeled parsing accuracy. This was measured on English-Czech News
commentaries parallel corpus with approximately 100,000 sentence pairs. You can see
that the optimal limit Smax here is 0.2. For this limit, the parser was trained only on
12,500 sentences, which means that we filter out more than 87% of sentences.

5.2

Non-projectivity Limit

The next criterion for recognition of trees that are not suitable for training the
parser is the number of non-projective edges in them. An edge [d, g] in a tree
is non-projective, if the parent p of the governing node g lays between d and g.
Of course, some non-projective edges can be correct, but after the review of the
projected trees, we found out that a majority of non-projective edges are errors
caused mainly by the wrong word alignment.
The experiment in which we ﬁlter out also such sentences where there were
more non-projectivities than a given limit is shown in Figure 9. We can see that
the best parsing accuracy was achieved by ﬁltering out all sentences containing
at least one non-projective edge (the limit N Pmax = 0).

Fig. 9. Experiment with filtering out the sentences containing more non-projectivities
than a given limit N Pmax . It was done on Czech-English parallel corpus already filtered
by alignment sparseness limit Smax = 0.25, which is more than 20,000 sentence pairs.

6

Experiments

We ran our experiments on four languages: Bulgarian, Czech, Dutch, and German.
For Czech and German, we used the News commentaries parallel corpus as it was
prepared for the WMT10 translation task.1 For Bulgarian and Dutch, we used
1

http://www.statmt.org/wmt10/
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the Acquis Communautaire parallel corpus2 . The English side of the corpus was
tagged by Morce tagger [9] and parsed by McDonald’s maximum spanning tree
parser [10] which was trained on English CoNLL X3 data. The foreign (target)
sides were tagged by Tree-tagger [11] with appropriate models downloaded from
TreeTagger websites.4
For ﬁltering the projected trees, we tried several values for alignment sparseness limit and non-projectivity limit. Once we had the ﬁltered trees, we trained
the MST parser5 on them. The parser was then tested on development-test data
from the CoNLL X shared task [12]. The attachment accuracies are in Table 1.
Table 1. Unlabeled parsing accuracies for Bulgarian, Czech, Dutch, and German tested
on CoNLL X testing data. Smax and N Pmax are the thresholds used for filtering data
before training. The “EN parser” column describes the post-processing steps used for
English parsing.
Language
Bulgarian
Czech
Dutch
German

Parallel Corpus
Acquis Communautaire
News commentaries
Acquis Communautaire
News commentaries

EN parser
CoNLL+CoordTr
CoNLL+AuxVTr
CoNLL+CoordTr
CoNLL+CoordTr

Smax N Pmax
0.2
0
0.15
0
0.2
0
0.2
0

Accuracy
52.7 %
62.0 %
52.4 %
55.7 %

Ideally, the testing treebanks should follow the same annotation guidelines as
the treebank on which we train English. However, that is not true in CoNLL X.
The treebanks diﬀer for example in capturing coordination structures or dealing
with auxiliary verbs. For this reasons we implemented two post-processing steps;
one for transforming coordination structures (CoordTr )6 and the other for rehanging auxiliary verbs (AuxVTr ).7 The basic parsing (using the CoNLL data)
is marked in Table 1 as CoNLL.
In order to compare our projection method with previous works, we ran the
whole process on Bulgarian with exactly same setting as in [6]. We used the
English-Bulgarian OpenSubtitles parallel corpus [13], the English side was parsed
by McDonald’s MST parser trained on sections 2-21 of the Penn treebank with
dependencies extracted using the head rules of Yamada and Matsumoto [14]. The
parser was tested on the Bultreebank corpus as it was released for CoNLL X [12]
2

3
4
5
6

7

Only the one-to-one sentence pairs were extracted from the parallel corpus and due
to the computability reasons, we used only the first 100,000 parallel sentences which
length was higher than two and lower than 30 words.
http://nextens.uvt.nl/~conll/
http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/corplex/TreeTagger/
We used the McDonald’s parser mstparser-0.4.3b with these settings: order:1,
iters:10, decode-type:proj, training-k:1.
In English CoNLL data, the head of coordination structure is the conjunction. However, in Bulgarian and German, the first coordinating member is the head and the
other members and conjunctions become its children.
Auxiliary verbs in Czech CoNLL data (byl, bude, by) depend on the main verb, while
English auxiliary verbs (do, will, be, have) do not.
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Table 2. Comparison of unlabeled parsing accuracies on Bulgarian CoNLL X training
set. Our method is by 0.3% better than the method presented by Ganchev et al. in
their work [6].
Method
Ganchev et al.
Ganchev et al.
Our method

Parser
Discriminative model
Generative Model
MST parser

Accuracy
66.9 %
67.8 %
68.1 %

shared task on the training sentences of up to 10 words. Punctuation was stripped
at training time. The results compared in Table 2 show that our method outperforms the previous work [6] in unlabeled accuracy of the parser.
The projection algorithm written in Perl, example data, and the instructions
how to run the whole process including syntactic analysis and alignment can be
downloaded from http://www.cicling.org/2011/software/49/.

7

Conclusions and Future Plans

In this paper, we describe a novel method for projecting dependency trees across
parallel texts, in which diverse word-alignment symmetrizations are used. Even
though we do not combine the projected dependencies with automatically inferred dependencies, and we train MST parser directly on the projected trees
without any modiﬁcations, we show that the parsing accuracies reached by our
simple projection method are comparable to the previous more complex works.
We have made the comparison on Bulgarian data and we outperform the previous state-of-the-art result by 0.3%.
We see two main advantages of the presented algorithm. First, it uses diﬀerent
types of alignment links and therefore some of them may be more preferred in
the projection than others. Second, the X-to-English alignment ensures that all
words on the target side are linked somewhere. This fact helps in attachment of
function words which do not have their own counterpart in English.
The biggest problem of this task is diﬀerences in annotation guidelines of
particular treebanks. This fact makes the evaluation problematic. We would like
to solve it in the future by creating more rules to make the treebanks more similar
or even create a small multilingual treebank with the same annotation rules for
several languages, which would be very useful for evaluating such experiments.
We are also aware of great amounts of trees that are ﬁltered out before training. In the future we plan to incorporate into training data all well-aligned
subtrees, not only the whole sentences.
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